
Office Everywhere with  
Dell Latitude

Latitude’s superior breadth, security, versatility and accessories 
keep you working wherever the job takes you. 

Introducing a refreshed and most complete mobile portfolio on the planet!
Dell's newest lineup of laptops just got more powerful. Combined with Dell’s continued commitment to world-
class manageability, security and reliability you'll be sure to keep your workforce on the leading edge of 
productivity. Learn more at Dell.com and Dell.com/rugged.

Choose from a variety of models including 
traditional and 2-in-1 laptops all with 

tailored ecosystem support.

Tough laptops and 2-in-1's that 
inspire learning and are grade  

school tested.

The industry's only line of business-class laptops with a truly Rugged 
extreme choice that is built for the harshest environments



Why choose a Dell Latitude laptop?
Workforce inspired laptop designs that are secure and manageable

World-class security and manageability
As workers continue to become more mobile, security  
and management are more critical than ever, especially 
as devices and data are increasingly outside the 
perimeter. Dell's Client Command Suite provides free 
automation tools to manage your devices. And with  
vPro out-of-band capabilities, you can reach all your 
systems, to update once and update everywhere, even 
when systems are turned off.

Award winning innovation
Dell’s design process is laser-focused on our customers. 
We go straight to the source and directly engage our 
customers every single day in our global Customer 
Solution Centers; via focus groups, surveys, Customer 
Advisory Councils and on social media. And from these 
conversations implemented six key tenets in our latest 
product designs. From intelligent wireless technology 
that boosts connection speeds up to 40% to small and 
light devices that have narrower borders to immerse our 
users in a beautiful and productive displays.

Designed for the way you work:
Literally billions of conversations lead us to key mobility 
personas that our customers most often experience 
in their mobile environments. The first is the Remote 
worker who spends most of her time in on place off-
premise. The second is the Corridor warrior who spends 
most of her time running from meeting to meeting, 
collaborating in conference rooms and hallways. Third 
is the On the go Pro who spends most of his time 
off premise and on the move and the fourth is the 
specialized worker who either needs workstation type 
performance or rugged extreme type durability. Trust 
Dell to help you understand which Latitudes work best 
for you.

Features of the Dell Latitude Family of products
• Commercial devices that are small, light and beautiful 
• Intelligent wireless technology that works up to 40% better
• Dynamic power mode for more performance boost when you need it
• Multiple work modes including laptop, tent and tablet
• Narrow border displays that are stunning and may detach for tablet use
• Type-C connectivity for power, data or voice using one cable, including Thunderbolt
• Rugged extreme devices designed to work in the harshest conditions 
• Tailored ecosystem of peripherals available to keep you productive wherever you work

Attacks are coming from the outside in...

Endpoint Security

95% - Breaches that 
happen at the endpoint

Cloud protection

56% - Employees report 
using public cloud sharing 

services.

Combat Malware

250K - New malware 
variants produced daily

Easy and Secure

76% - Employees say 
cyber security policies 
encumber productivity
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Six key design tenets featured in Latitude
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Desirable, powerful and rugged to the 
extreme, Dell Laptops.

Work the way you want, where you want.

Business class that’s smaller and lighter
At Dell we continue to design and build devices 
that fit the way you work. From reducing footprints 
for smaller workspaces, optimizing displays for 
easier viewing and multiple processor choices that 
match your needs all in a laptop that is comfortable 
and easy to use. Consider thoughtfully designed 
thermal vents that keep your lap cool while working, 
connectivity options that neatly organize wires in 
small workspaces and express battery charging while 
you're on the go. All this and your data is protected 
by the world's most secure and manageable laptops 
and 2-in-1's.

Leading in Education
Dell enables over 400,000 classrooms and 14,000 
colleges and universities worldwide with choices 
in operating systems to customize your learning 
environment. We deliver innovative product designs 
that feature both traditional and convertible 2-in-1's 
with touch displays and an activity light to enhance 
student-teacher collaboration. Students can be rough 
in a classroom. These products are classroom and 
back-pack tested built with rubberized edges and 
liquid protection on keyboards and click pads to 
withstand drops and spills throughout the day.  
At Dell we understand the knowledge journey for 
each student and embrace it.

Rugged on your terms
At Dell our rugged products easily migrate into 
Windows environments and accommodate existing 
customer images. They are secured and managed 
the same as the rest of your fleet. Our superior 
supply chain scales and provides better value to 
our customers along with our global service that 
is second to none, including return-to-depot repair 
and next-day on-site service. Why trust anyone else 
knowing Dell has product globally available that can 
be delivered timely anywhere in the world and is part 
of the world’s most secure and manageable portfolio 
on the planet.



Recommended Accessories
You may work at your desk, remotely, between conference rooms, 
traveling or some mix of all of them. At Dell our employees experience 
many of these same challenges. So we ask lots of questions about what 
would make a world-class laptop even more useful while working in each 
of these scenarios.

We take your feedback and design and test hundreds of accessories 
before handpicking a set of devices that we believe will elevate your 
productiviity week in and week out. Check out our latest innovative 
companion devices below.
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Next level productivity
We offer a complete line of  
additional products to help you 
maximize your mobile device  
whether you are stationary or  
on the go.

Built for accelerating 
learning in the classroom 
or on the go
Learning is a journey.  
These devices provide  
additional productivity and 
protection for schools and  
fun for students. 

Accessories built to  
the extreme
Get the most out of your  
rugged extreme devices with 
accessories also designed to 
thrive in the harshest 
of conditions. 

Dell Dock WD15 Dell UltraSharp 24 
Monitor - U2417H

Dell Wireless Keyboard and 
Mouse Combo - KM636 

Dell Business Class

Dell Education

Dell Compact Charging 
Cart – CT36U181

Dell 70 Touch Interactive 
Monitor - C7017T

Dell Advanced Laser 
Projector S518WL

Dell Rugged Extreme

Rugged Battery Charger Dell Rugged Tablet Dock Dell Kickstand  
and keyboard

The day is long, but the 
new Rugged Tablet Battery 
Charger enables you to keep 
the spare batteries fully 
charges and ready-to-go to 
power your day.

Maximize productivity  
when the job brings you 
back to the office with the 
Rugged Tablet Desk Dock 
from Dell™.

Increase your productivity in 
the field by adding an IP-65 
rated full-size keyboard with 
customizable RGB backlight  
to your Rugged Tablet

Be more productive with 
a dock that lets you use 
upto 2 monitors and 
powers your notebook.  
Get power, data and 
video connections with 
just one USB-C Cable.

Get up to 18% more done 
with dual monitors, and 
see more with virtually 
borderless InfinityEdge. 
With 23.8 inch Full HD 
displays, you'll see vividly 
clear visuals across an 
ultrawide viewing angle.

Designed with a compact 
size and chiclet keys, the 
Dell Wireless Keyboard and 
Mouse KM636 offers the 
convenience of wireless and 
clutterfree performance when 
you are back at your desk.

Efficiently charge, store 
and transport up to 
36 devices in the Dell 
Compact Charging Cart. 

Elevate your conference 
room or classroom with 
the easily managed 
and expansive Dell 70 
Interactive Conference 
Room Monitor | C7017T.

Featuring multiple 
connectivity options for 
seamless sharing this 
short throw projector is 
essential for education. 


